
chapters that there are bookaia,'Iie New Testament.

4ow let us look at the book in order to see 'what sub-divIsion

there will be in it. The easiest way to find the outline of a took of

course is to look in a Bible Dictionary. Or to look up some author

and see how he divides the book. It sua to me that particularly

in the case of a book like Iziah, it is well to look at the book itself

arid see into what divisions it naturally break up, I used a few

minutes a go tie analogy of the United Stato a unit in lxigu.ge as

o pared with 1texioo to the south or with a sxaewhat different dialect

of Canada to the nort4. Taking the analogy of the United States

again, suppose that someone looks at the United States as a whole and

oonsiders into what division e should break it. I think you iouid

notice right away that thure is the great chain of thu ±oeky Mountains

wuich iaake a section of thu country that i different from anything to

the east or west of it. Xou vioulci. imLiediatuly feel the difference when

you were in the Rocky itountains frau the situation if you were on the

plains of Kansas or on the faxmin country of Ohio. It is one of the

outstanding d.tstiot sections of the United States, Now if we look at

the Book of Iziah, we find a dmilar section which is distinct from t. at

which proceeds it or that which follows it. This i the section made

u of Chapter 36 to 30, As you read these chapters, you can almost feel

in parts 01' than that you are reading in the book of £ing3 or Chronicles

instead of in the book of I zi ati. The style of than i s more a narrative

style rather than a style of prophetic discourse. We do not have

Amply the words of the propho, but we have the statements that the

Jing of Asyrta did soiiething, that his reproit tive xiiado a certain
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